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Abstracts contents :Abstracts contents :

VValidation of GATE against MCML

SSimulation of the visible light fluorescence

MMie Scattering implementation in a standalone code for GPU 
architecture and validation
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GATE versus MCMLGATE versus MCML

Biomimic optical phantom

Detector
Air

Air
Detector

Biomimic phantomMie scattering

Refraction at boundary

530nm optical photon source

Made of polyurethane, 
visible and near nfra-red 
absorbing dyes and titanium 
dioxide scatterers. They 
mimic optical properties of 
human and animal tissues.

Refractive index = 1.521
Anisotropy = 0.62 
Density 1.18 g/cm3

MCML = Monte Carlo for Multi-Layered media
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530 1.18 8.84

630 1.08 9.54



GATE versus MCMLGATE versus MCML

@ 530nm

IEEE optical imagingIEEE optical imaging IEEE optical imagingIEEE optical imaging

EXCELLENT agreement between the two codes!
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Bulk absorption + ScatteringBulk absorption + Scattering Bulk absorption + Scattering Bulk absorption + Scattering + Process at boundary+ Process at boundary

NEWNEWUPDATEDUPDATED



New GATE process : OpticalWLSOpticalWLS (WaveLength Shifting: G4OpWLS)

- WLSABSLENGTH
- WLSCOMPONENT
- WLSTIMECONSTANT
- WLSMEANNUMBERPHOTONS

Visible Light FluorescenceVisible Light Fluorescence

One of the most common optical imaging is the 
fluorescence spectroscopy.

IEEE IEEE 
optical imagingoptical imaging

Users_Guide_V6.2:Generating_and_tracking_optical_photonswiki page: 66

http://wiki.opengatecollaboration.org/index.php/Users_Guide_V6.2:Generating_and_tracking_optical_photons


Mie scattering (standalone cuda code) + validation 
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Mie scattering process: Mie scattering process: cudacuda  
implementationimplementation

 A new deflection angle (θ) for the photon propagation is 
chosen according to the Henyey-Greenstein approximationHenyey-Greenstein approximation:

 The calculation of the mean free path is done in the 
woodcock tracing function: -log µ(E)  with µ(E) = 1/σ(E) = 
scattering length.

p (cos θ) = 
            1 – g2                        

2x(1 + g2 – 2g cos θ)3/2 
g: anisotropy

Rayleigh scattering Mie scattering, small particle Mie scattering, large particle

Users_Guide_V6.2:Generating_and_tracking_optical_photonswiki page:

Scattering of light by spherical particles:

http://wiki.opengatecollaboration.org/index.php/Users_Guide_V6.2:Generating_and_tracking_optical_photons


Mie scattering Validation: Mie scattering Validation: 
GPU versus GATE-G4GPU versus GATE-G4

Phantom: voxelizedPhantom: voxelized
Water box 100x100x100 voxels of 4mm3

Anisotropy set to g=0.62

Source: isotropicSource: isotropic
Optical photons (6eV)
Positioned at center of the water box (200,200,200)mm

Physics: Mie scattering Physics: Mie scattering 
Scattering length set to 6mm

Simulation:Simulation: 20 million of optical photons were 
generated
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GPU versus GATE-G4GPU versus GATE-G4

Optical photon position and direction along xx-axis
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20 million photons



GPU versus GATE-G4GPU versus GATE-G4
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Optical photon position and direction along yy-axis

IEEE optical imagingIEEE optical imaging

20 million photons



GPU versus GATE-G4GPU versus GATE-G4
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Optical photon position and direction along zz-axis

20 million photons



Conclusion and PlansConclusion and Plans

VValidation of GATE against MCML has shown 
excellent agreement.

GGATE is capable of simulating the visible light 
fluorescence.

TThe Mie scattering process has been implemented 
in a cuda standalone program and the validation 
against GATE-CPU has shown excellent results.

A completecomplete fluorescence/bioluminescence optical 
imaging simulation (GATE-CPU) will be shown 
soonsoon.
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